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Fair Work Act 2009 
s.185—Enterprise agreement

IKEA Pty Ltd T/A IKEA
(AG2017/2723)

IKEA ENTERPRISE AGREEMENT 2017

Retail industry 

COMMISSIONER MCKINNON MELBOURNE, 15 AUGUST 2017

Application for approval of the IKEA Enterprise Agreement 2017.

[1] An application has been made for approval of an enterprise agreement known as the 
IKEA Enterprise Agreement 2017 (the Agreement). The application was made pursuant to 
s.185 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (the Act). It has been made by IKEA Pty Ltd T/A IKEA. The 
Agreement is a single enterprise agreement.

[2] The Applicant has provided written undertakings. A copy of the undertakings is 
attached in Annexure A. I am satisfied that the undertakings will not cause financial detriment 
to any employee covered by the Agreement and that the undertakings will not result in 
substantial changes to the Agreement.

[3] Subject to the undertakings referred to above, I am satisfied that each of the 
requirements of ss.186, 187, 188 and 190 as are relevant to this application for approval have 
been met.

[4] Pursuant to s.202(4) of the Act, the model flexibility term prescribed by the Fair Work 
Regulations 2009 is taken to be a term of the Agreement. 

[5] The Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees Association being a bargaining 
representative for the Agreement, has given notice under s.183 of the Act that it wants the 
Agreement to cover it. In accordance with s.201(2) I note that the Agreement covers the 
organisation.

[2017] FWCA 4238
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[6] The Agreement is approved and, in accordance with s.54 of the Act, will operate from 
22 August 2017. The nominal expiry date of the Agreement is 6 August 2021.

COMMISSIONER

Printed by authority of the Commonwealth Government Printer

<Price code C, AE425156  PR595346>
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ANNEXURE A

In the Fair Work Commission 
At Melbourne 

7 August 2017 

FWC Matter Number: AG2017/2723 

IKEA Enterprise Agreement 2017 

Pursuant to section 190 of the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) and Regulation 2.07 of the Fair Work Regulations 2009 (cth), JKEA 
Pty Limited gives the follOWing written undertaking, whiCh applies to the IKEA Enterprise Agreement 2017 (the enterprise 
agreement) In respect of employees covered by the enterprise agreement. 

The nominal expiry date for the enterprise agreement will be 6 August 2021. The nominal expiry date set out in this 
undertaking replaces the nominal expiry date of 31 August 2021 as set out in dause l.l(e) of the enterprise agreement. 

Signed for and on behalf of IKEA Pty Limited: 

v.6..~~nature) 

!./~/! .. 'f: .... (Date) 

Anna Gustafsson 

Business Navigation, Operations & Finance Manager 

Address: 630 Princes Highway, Tempe, NSW 

Who is duly authorised to sign this enterprise agreement on behalf of the company 
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IKEA Enterprise Agreement 2017 

Part 1 Preliminary 

1.1 Operation of Agreement 

(a) This Enterprise Agreement will be known as the I KEA Enterprise Agreement 2017. 

(b) The Enterprise Agreement covers IKEA and all co-workers of IKEA, who are employed in the position classifications 
contained in this Enterprise Agreement excluding any co-worker who receives an annualised salary. 

(c) A copy of this Enterprise Agreement will be provided to all new co-workers covered by this Enterprise Agreement on 
commencement of their employment. 

(d) This Enterprise Agreement will commence from 11 September 2017 providing it has been approved by the Fair Work 
Commission on or before 11 September 2017, otherwise it will commence at the start of the first full pay period after 
it has been approved by the Fair Work Commission. 

(e) This Enterprise Agreement will nominally expire on 31 August 2021. 

(f) No co-worker will suffer any reduction in his or her ordinary rate of pay as a result of the commencement of this 
Enterprise Agreement. 

(g) This is a comprehensive Enterprise Agreement and will not be read in conjunction with any Industrial Agreement or 
Industrial Award except as expressly provided for within this Enterprise Agreement. 

(h) The National Employment Standards and this Enterprise Agreement combine to form the minimum conditions of 
employment for co-workers covered by this Enterprise Agreement. 

( i) A copy of this Enterprise Agreement and the National Employment Standards will be published on the IKEA co-worker 
website (ico-worker.com/au). 

1.2 The IKEA Experience 

The total experience of working in IKEA is made up of many components: co-worker benefits, global and local 
development opportunities, a healthy, safe and fun working environment and, of course, the terms and conditions of 
employment that are outlined in this document. Each of these components are underpinned by our IKEA Group Code of 
Conduct and our unique culture and values. IKEA wants every co-worker to work in an environment where they are 
supported to grow- because when we grow, IKEA grows too. 

1.3 Definitions 

(a) 'Act' means Fair Work Act 2009 as varied from time-to-time. 

(b) 'continuous employment' means all service with IKEA from the date of engagement, exclusive of any approved unpaid 
periods of employment. Continuous Employment will be applied if a co-worker resigns from IKEA but is rehired within 
a 3 month period. 

(c) 'fortnightly cycle' commences on the Monday of the first week of the fortnight and finishes on the Sunday of the 
second week of the fortnight. 

(d) 'FWC' means Fair Work Commission. 

(e) IKEA means IKEA Pty Limited. 

(f) ' immediate family' means the following people: 

o Partner o Parent (inc. de facto, step, foster, in-law) 

o Grandchild o Grandparent 

o Legal guardian o Children in permanent care 
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o Child (inc. de facto, step, foster, in-law) 

o Sibling 

o Niece or nephew 
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(g) 'mutually agrees' means agreement is taken to be reached if, following genuine consultation with the co-worker, the 
work subject to the mutual agreement is approved by IKEA and the work is performed by the co-worker. If a co
worker is concerned they have not mutually agreed they should immediately raise the concern via the Enterprise 
Agreement Issues Resolution Procedure. If a co-worker indicates they have not mutually agreed to a matter or wishes 
to remove their mutual agreement this change will be made by IKEA within 7 days. 

(h) 'non-working day' means any day of the fortnightly cycle where a co-worker is not rostered on to attend work. 

(i) 'ordinary hours' for a full time co-worker means 76 hours per fortnightly cycle. 'Ordinary hours' for a part t ime co
worker means a combination of their contract hours and varied hours. A part time co-worker's ordinary hours will not 
exceed 76 hours per fortnightly cycle. 

U) 'ordinary hourly rate of pay' means a permanent co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay as set out in the Enterprise 
Agreement Spread of Ordinary Hours and Hourly Rates of Pay Table (clause 4.2(b)). 

(k) 'overnight co-worker' is a permanent co-worker who is contracted to work ordinary hours at any time of the day or 
night, subject to their agreed availability. 

(I) 'permanent co-worker' means either a full time or part time co-worker. 

(m) 'SDA' means the Shop, Distributive and Allied Employees' Association (a registered trade union). 

(n) 'shift' means the period of time elapsing from the time a co-worker commences work to the time the co-worker ceases 
work. 

Part 2 General Employment Matters 

2.1 Issues Resolution Procedure 

(a) The objective of this procedure is to promote the amicable resolution of any employment related issues/disputes that 
may arise in the workplace (including but not limited to matters arising out of this enterprise agreement or the National 
Employment Standards), by measures based on consultation, cooperation and discussion, and to avoid interruption 
to the performance of work and the consequential loss of productivity and wages. 

(b) Issues/disputes should be resolved, wherever possible, at the level at which they arise and will be dealt with 
confidentially in the fi rst instance. 

(c) In the event of an issue/dispute, the following procedure will apply: 

Step 1: The Co-worker and Direct Manager 

(i) The matter must first be raised and discussed between the co-worker and their direct manager at the unit 
concerned. 

(ii) If the co-worker has difficulty discussing the matter with their direct manager, they may proceed to the next 
step. 

(iii) The direct manager will endeavour to resolve the matter as quickly as possible. 

(iv) The direct manager may need to consult with other managers and/or co-workers to resolve the matter. 

Step 2: The Co-worker and Unit Management 

(i) If the matter is not resolved with the direct manager, either the co-worker or direct manager may refer the 
matter to unit management including: 

o The direct manager's Direct Manager, or 

o The unit's Human Resources representative. 

(ii) Unit management will endeavour to resolve the matter as quickly as possible. 
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Step 3: The Co-worker and the Unit Manager 

(i) If the co-worker is unhappy with unit management's response to the problem, the co-worker may request to 
meet with the unit manager. The unit manager will arrange to meet with the co-worker and the co-worker's direct 
manager in order to resolve the issue {the co-worker may be asked to put the request in writing). 

(ii) Prior to moving to the next step, the unit manager will attempt to facilitate a solution to the problem. Again, if a 
resolution cannot be found, the co-worker can move on to the next step. 

Step 4: The Co-worker and National Human Resources Manager 

(i) Should the matter remain unresolved, either the co-worker or unit manager may request that the matter be 
referred to the National Human Resources Manager for discussion. 

(ii) The National Human Resources Manager will endeavour to resolve the dispute by consulting with the relevant 
parties in a timely and efficient manner. 

Step 5: Fair Work Commission (FWC} 

If the matter remains unresolved, either party may refer the issue/dispute to FWC or any successor for condliation 
in accordance with the Act. Both IKEA and the co-worker may request the assistance of a representative at any step 
in the Issues Resolution Procedure, which may indude the SDA. 

(d) The parties agree to provide regular updates to each other in relation to the progress made in the resolution of the 
matter. 

(e) The parties will continue to work in accordance with this Enterprise Agreement unless the co-worker has a reasonable 
concern about an imminent risk to their health or safety. If the co-worker has a reasonable concern about an imminent 
risk to their health or safety, IKEA will find other suitable available work, which the co-worker must not unreasonably 
fail to comply with. This work should be safe and appropriate for the co-worker to perform and may be located at the 
same workplace or another workplace within reasonable travelling distance. 

(f) The parties must co-operate to ensure these procedures are followed promptly and effidently. 

2.2 IKEA Training and Meetings 

(a) All co-workers may be reasonably required to attend training sessions and compulsory meetings as scheduled by 
IKEA. 

(b) IKEA reserves the right to amend or cancel the dates/times of scheduled training sessions or compulsory meetings, 
as deemed necessary from time to time, with 48 hours•· notice. 

(c) IKEA training sessions and meetings will be held at a nominated and appropriate venue. 

(d) Where a co-worker attends a training session or compulsory meeting, attendance will be paid at the co-worker's 
ordinary hourly rate of pay (plus any penalties that apply). 

(e) Where a permanent co-worker is required to attend a training session or compulsory meeting on a non-working day, 
attendance will be paid at the co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay (plus any penalties that apply), with a minimum 
2 hour payment. 

(f) In the event that IKEA cancels a training session or compulsory meeting within 48 hours and it was scheduled to take 
place on a co-worker's non-working day, a minimum 2 hour payment will be made at the co-worker's ordinary hourly 
rate of pay (plus any penalties that apply). 

(g) If IKEA does not compulsorily require, but encourages co-worker attendance in meetings, such attendance will be 
facilitated but not paid. 
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Part 3 Employment Categories 

3.1 Contract of Employment 

(a) Every co-worker will be advised in writing at the time of commencement with IKEA, and at the time of any agreed 
change to employment terms: 

(i) Whether they are employed on a permanent or casual basis; 

(ii) Whether their employment contract is for a temporary period of time; 

(iii) Their contracted hours if a part time co-worker; 

(iv) Whether they are employed as an overnight co-worker; 

(v) Their classification level; and 

(vi) Any other specific terms of appointment. 

(b) A co-worker's days and times of availability will be agreed at the time of employment. 

(c) If for any reason a co-worker wishes to alter these days and times of availability this must be discussed with the co
worker's direct manager. This request will be considered in line with the operational requirements, business needs of 
IKEA and the need for the co-worker's altered hours to be at least 50% above their contract hours. If this request is 
accepted by IKEA this may lead to a change in the co-worker's employment category, classification level, and/or 
ordinary hours. 

(d) A co-worker will be on probation for the first 6 months of their employment. IKEA will conduct a co-worker review 
prior to the end of the co-worker's probationary period. 

3.2 Full Time Co-workers 

Full time co-workers will be employed to work 76 hours per fortnightly cycle. 

3.3 Part Time Co-workers 

(a) Part time co-workers will be employed to work an agreed number of contracted hours per fortnightly cycle. 

(b) Contracted hours means the agreed minimum number of hours a part time co-worker works over a fortnightly cycle, 
which will be set at 24 hours, 30 hours, 40 hours, 50 hours, 60 hours per fortnightly cycle. 

(c) A part time co-worker's availability will be a minimum of 50% above the co-worker's contract hours (i.e. if the co
worker's contract hours are 30 hours per fortnightly cycle the co-worker's availability to be rostered their 30 contract 
hours will need to be a minimum of 45 hours). 

(d) IKEA and a part time co-worker may mutually agree to any temporary variation to the set number of contracted hours 
from time-to-time (the 'varied hours'). 

(e) A part time co-worker will be taken to have agreed to work varied hours, if: 

(i) IKEA posts a roster that includes the varied hours and the part time co-worker attends work and 
performs t hose varied hours without informing IKEA within 4 days of the posting of the roster that they 
do not agree to work those varied hours; or 

(ii) IKEA and the co-worker mutually agree to vary an existing roster to include varied hours. 

(f) IKEA will not roster varied hours where the part time co-worker has indicated they do not want to work any 
varied hours. 

(g) IKEA will review each part time co-worker's ordinary hours worked every 12 weeks. Where during that 12 week block 
a part time co-worker has worked above their contract hours, and at an average at a higher contract level, the co
worker will be offered new contract hours at the higher contract level (i.e. if the part time co-worker's contract hours 
are 24 hours per fortnightly cycle but during the 12 week review period the part time co-worker has worked an 
average of 32 ordinary hours, the part time co-worker will be offered new contract hours of 30 hours per fortnightly 
cycle.) 
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(h) If in any fortnightly cycle a part t ime co-worker wishes to be rostered fewer than their contracted hours they can 
make a request to work less hours. If this request is approved the co-worker must complete a leave application to 
request the reduced hours be provided as either paid annual leave, or if the co-worker has no annual leave accrued, 
as Unpaid Leave. 

3.4 Casual Co-workers 

(a) casual co-workers are co-workers who are engaged and paid as such on an hourly basis, as and when required. 
casual co-workers are not engaged on an ongoing basis. 

(b) Where a casual co-worker has been included in a posted roster, IKEA may make changes to a casual co-worker's shift 
at least 24 hours prior to the commencement of the shift. IKEA will contact the co-worker to let them know of any 
such changes. If a casual co-worker will not be able to work a shift in a posted roster they must personally contact 
their immediate manager and notify him or her of their unavailability and the reason for it at least 24 hours prior to 
commencement of the shift. In more pressing and urgent times of unavailability a casual co-worker must attempt to 
personally contact their immediate manager as soon as reasonably practical. 

(c) A casual co-worker's hourly rate of pay is calculated by adding 25% to the ordinary hourly rate of pay for their 
classification level including at times a penalty rate applies to a permanent co-worker (e.g. when a permanent co
worker is paid a 125% penalty a casual will be paid 150%). The 25% loading is in lieu of entitlements to paid leave 
and overtime, with the exception of long service leave and, where eligible, unpaid parental and/or unpaid personal 
leave. 

(d) A casual co-worker may not be rostered to work for less than 4 consecutive hours per shift, except when they are 
attending an IKEA training session or meeting, when a 2 hour minimum will apply. 

(e) A casual co-worker can be engaged to work a maximum of 76 hours per fortnightly cycle. Where these maximum 
hours are exceeded by mutual agreement, the casual's hourly rate of pay (and penalties where applicable) will 
continue to apply. 

(f) IKEA will consider whether to continue the employment of a casual co-worker who has not been engaged to work for 
a period of 3 months or more. This may result in IKEA terminating the employment of a casual co-worker with written 
advice. 

Part 4 Wages and Classification Structure 

4.1 Co-worker Classification Structure 

(a) Co-workers will be employed or engaged as the case may be in one of the following positions: 

Co-worker Level 1 IKEA co-worker level 1: 

o can be employed or engaged as the case may be to work in any department; 

o Has a general working knowledge of their department and has completed IKEA's 
Induction Program; 

o Performs routine tasks to their level of training, while taking responsibility for the 
quality of their work; and 

o Will be flexible in the tasks they are required to perform within the scope of their 
working knowledge and competence. 

Co-worker Level 2 IKEA co-worker level 2 performs the roles of level 1 and is contracted to perform roles, 
including but not limited to, one of the following: 

o Certified Seller Co-worker o Safety and Security Co-worker 

o Goods Flow Co-worker (with license) 
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4.2 Wages and Spread of Ordinary Hours 

(a) The spread of ordinary hours is 6am to llpm each day. 

(b) Permanent co-workers, apart from permanent co-workers engaged as overnight co-workers, will receive the below 
listed hourly rates of pay for each hour worked within the below spread of ordinary hours of work timeframes: 

Co-worker Level 1 

S12read of Ordina!Y Hours and Hourly Rates of Pay Table 

S(2read of Ordina!Y Hours Commencement Se12 2018* Se(2 2019* Se!2 2020* 

The ordinary hourly rate of pay: 
$23.43 $23.72 $24.02 $24.32 

Monday to Friday - 6am to 6pm 

Monday to Friday- 6pm to llpm $25.77 $27.28 $28.82 $30.40 

Saturday - 6am to 11pm $25.77 $27.28 $28.82 $30.40 

Sunday- 6am to llpm $35.15" $35.58" $36.03" $36.48" 

Public Holidays $52.72"" $53.37"" $54.05"" $54.72"" 

*First full pay period in September 

" Or the relevant award level Sunday dollar amount, whichever is the higher 
"" Or the relevant award level Public Holiday dollar amount, whichever is the higher 
Note: for a co-worker level 1 the 'relevant award level' is level 1, for a co-worker level 2 the relevant award level is 
level2 

Co-worker Level 2 

S(2read of Ordina!Y Hours and Hourly Rates of Pay Table 

S(2read of Ordina!Y Hours Commencement SeQ 2018* Se12 2019* Se12 2020* 

The ordinary hourly rate of pay: 
$24.49 $24.80 $25.11 $25.42 

Monday to Friday - 6am to 6pm 

Monday to Friday - 6pm to 11pm $26.94 $28.52 $30.13 $31.78 

Saturday- 6am to llpm $26.94 $28.52 $30.13 $31.78 

Sunday - 6am to 11pm $36.74" $37.20" $37.67" $38.13" 

Public Holidays $55.10"" $55.80"" $56.50""' $57.20"" 

*First full pay period in September 

" Or the relevant award level Sunday dollar amount, whichever is the higher 
"" Or the relevant award level Public Holiday dollar amount, whichever is the higher 
Note: for a co-worker level 1 the 'relevant award level' is level 1, for a co-worker level 2 the relevant award level is 
level2 
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Overnight Co-workers 

(c) For permanent overnight co-workers, all hours will be ordinary hours. Overnight co-workers will receive the hourly 
rates as set out in the Spread of Ordinary Hours and Ordinary Hourly Rate of Pay Table (clause 4.2{b)). 

(d) Where an overnight co-worker is rostered to work before 6am or after llpm on a Monday to Saturday or before 6am 
or after llpm on a Sunday they will receive the hourly rates as per the table below: 

Overnight Co-worker Level 1 

SQread of Ordina~ Hours Commencement SeQ 2018* SeQ 2019* SeQ 2020* 

Monday to Saturday- before 6am or after llpm $35.15 $35.58 $36.03 $36.48 

Sunday - before 6am or after llpm $46.86 $47.44 $48.04 $48.64 

Overnight Co-worker Level 2 

SQread of Ordina~ Hours Commencement SeQ 2018* SeQ 2019* Se12 2020* 

Monday to Saturday- before 6am or after llpm $36.74 $37.20 $37.67 $38.13 

Sunday- before 6am or after llpm $48.98 $49.60 $50.22 $50.84 

4.3 Superannuation 

(a) Superannuation is dealt with by legislation induding the Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992, the 
Superannuation Guarantee Act 1992, the Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 and the Superannuation 
(Resolution of Complaints) Act 1993 (collectively the Superannuation Guarantee Legislation). 

(b) IKEA will contribute on behalf of all co-workers (including when a co-worker earns less than $450 in a month) covered 
by this Enterprise Agreement to the Retail Employees Superannuation Trust (the Default Fund) or its "successor fund" 
as defined under the Superannuation Guarantee Legislation, unless an alternative fund is nominated by the co-worker 
in writing, in accordance with the Superannuation Guarantee Legislation. 

(c) Contributions to the default fund will be made monthly. Contributions to funds other than the default fund will be 
made by the due date required under the Superannuation Guarantee Legislation. 

4.4 Extra Costs of Travel 

(a) Occasionally co-workers may be required to temporarily attend another unit to perform their duties, which may include 
training. 

(b) On these occasions any 'extra costs of travel' will be reimbursed by IKEA. That is: 

(i) If a co-worker uses public transport, any additional fares are claimable; 
(ii) Toll expenses are claimable; and 

(iii) Where co-workers use their own vehicle, any additional kilometres will be paid at the rate of 75 cents per 
kilometre. 

(c) Additional kilometres are defined as the difference in the distance travelled by the co-worker from home to their 
regular unit of work (and return) and from home to their temporary unit of work (and return). 

(d) The reimbursement of all claimed extra costs of travel will be in accordance with IKEA's Travel Policy (as amended 
from time to time and published on the IKEA co-worker website (ico-worker.comjau)). 

(e) No extra costs of travel are payable if a co-worker is permanently relocated to another work unit. 
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4.5 First Aid Allowance 

Where IKEA appoints a qualified co-worker to perform first aid duties, they will be entitled to an allowance of 35 cents per 
hour for the duration of that appointment. The first aid allowance is incorporated in the ordinary hourly rate of pay for a 
Safety & Security Co-worker. 

Part 5 Hours of Work 

5.1 Permanent Co-worker Rosters and Rostering Principles 

(a) Rosters will be prepared for each fortnightly pay cycle on the basis of IKEA's business needs and planning. 

(b) A permanent co-worker will be rostered within their agreed availability. 

(c) Rosters will be posted online a minimum of 28 days in advance of the commencement of the roster period. 

(d) IKEA will post rosters for permanent co-workers in accordance with the following rostering principles: 

(i) Permanent co-workers will be rostered to work their ordinary hours. 

(ii) Permanent co-workers will not be rostered to work for more than 10 hours (inclusive of meal breaks) per shift. 

(iii) Permanent co-workers will not be rostered to work more than 6 consecutive days. 

(iv) Permanent co-workers will receive 2 consecutive days off per fortnightly cycle and will not be rostered to work 
more than 10 days in a fortnightly cycle. 

(v) Permanent co-workers will not be rostered to work for less than 4 consecutive hours per shift, except when they 
are attending an IKEA Training Session or Meeting, when a 2 hour minimum will apply. 

(vi) Permanent co-workers who work on weekends as part of their ordinary hours of work will be entitled to one 
weekend off every 4 weeks unless a co-worker requests to work weekends more frequently and IKEA agree to 
this request. 

(vii) Permanent co-workers will not be rostered to work more than one shift per day (except where the shift crosses 
midnight or when attending IKEA Training and Meetings). 

(e) Once a roster is posted, changes to the roster may be made by IKEA if the co-worker concerned mutually agrees. 

Break Between Shifts 

(f) Permanent co-workers will receive at least a 11 hour break between the completion of work on one day and the 
commencement of work on the next day. 

(g) Where there will not be a 11 hour break before the commencement of the next shift the co-worker will not start work 
until there has been an 11 hour break and will be paid their ordinary hourly rate of pay for the rostered hours not 
worked on that shift. 
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5.2 Flexible Working Arrangements 

(a) A co-worker with at least 12 months continuous service who: 

(i) Is a parent or guardian, or has the responsibility for the care, of a child who is school age or younger; 

(ii) Is a carer (as defined in the carer Recognition Act 2010); 

(iii) Has a disability; 

(iv) Is 55 or older; 

(v) Is experiencing family or domestic violence; 

(vi) Is caring for or supporting an immediate family member or household member who requires care or support 
because of family or domestic violence; or 

(vii) Is returning to work after taking leave in relation to the birth or adoption of a child. 

May make a request in writing to IKEA for a change in working arrangements. This could include changes to 
hours of work, patterns of work and changes in work location. 

(b) The only reason IKEA will not agree to the request is on reasonable business grounds. IKEA will provide a response 
to any request within 21 days and if IKEA is not in a position to agree to the request they will provide the co-worker 
a written explanation why in their response. 

5.3 Breaks 

(a) Rest break and meal break entitlements are: 

If a co-worker is rostered more than 4 hours and up to 5 hours in a shift 

If a co-worker is rostered more than 5 hours and up to 7 hours in a shift 

If a co-worker is rostered more than 7 hours and up to 9 hours in a shift 

If a co-worker is rostered more than 9 hours in a shift 

*The unpaid meal break may be up to 60 minutes where mutually agreed 

Paid Rest Break 

15 minutes 

15 minutes 

2 x 15 minutes 

2 x 15 minutes 

Unpaid Meal Break 

N/A 

30 minutes* 

30 minutes* 

2 x 30 minutes* 

(b) The rest and meal break entitlements above can be amalgamated to meet the needs of the business. 

(c) Meal breaks and rest breaks will not be taken within 1 hour of the commencement and completion of a shift or within 
1 hour of each other, unless alternative arrangements are made by mutual agreement. 

(d) Breaks are to be organised in a meaningful manner and taken at suitable times as determined by IKEA. 

5.4 Overtime 

(a) Any work done by a permanent co-worker outside the co-worker's spread of ordinary hours (clause 4.2), outside the 
permanent co-worker rostering principles (clause 5.1{ d)) or in excess of 76 hours per fortnightly cycle will be classified 
as overtime. 

(b) IKEA will not request or require a co-worker to work overtime unless the additional hours are reasonable. 

(c) Overtime is only payable if the co-worker's Line Manager approves the overtime. 

(d) Overtime will be paid as follows: 

(i) Monday to Saturday - 150% of the co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay for the first 3 hours on any day 
overtime is worked, 200% thereafter. 

(ii) Sunday- 200% of the co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay. 

(iii) Public Holiday- 225% of the co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay. 

(e) A co-worker required to work more than 1 hour of overtime after the co-worker's ordinary time of ending work, 
without being given 24 hours' notice, will be provided with a meal. Where the overtime work exceeds 4 hours a further 
meal will be provided. 
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Part 6 Leave 

6.1 Personal Leave 

(a) Personal leave is sick leave and carers leave. 

(b) A permanent co-worker will be entitled to 10 days personal leave per year, accruing progressively on their ordinary 
hours of work. 

(c) Personal leave is payable at the permanent co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay. 

(d) Any unused personal leave will accumulate from year to year. 

(e) Co-workers are not entitled to be paid for their accumulated personal leave on termination. 

(f) In addition to the specified personal leave, where a permanent co-worker has exhausted their personal leave 
entitlement they will be entitled to use any accrued annual leave for personal leave purposes. 

Sick Leave 

(g) IKEA is committed to ensuring that sick leave is only utilised in cases of genuine need. 

(h) Sick leave only applies to permanent co-workers. 

(i) If a permanent co-worker is required to access their sick leave, all reasonable efforts must be made by the co-worker 
to personally contact their immediate manager or the person in charge of the unit at the time, at least 2 hours prior 
to their rostered commencement time. At this point of contact, the co-worker will also be required to advise 
management of the nature of their absence and the estimated duration of the absence. 

U) In order to qualify for paid sick leave, IKEA requires the production of a medical certificate from a medical practitioner 
dated at the time of absence or a statutory declaration, specifying the nature of the absence for: 

(i) Any absences in excess of one day; 
(ii) Absences on a single day if they occur on either side of a non-working day or public holiday; 

(iii) Where IKEA management believes that the co-worker has had an excessive amount of single day absences or a 
pattern of absence has been identified; 

(iv) Where IKEA management has previously performance managed a co-worker in relation to an excessive amount 
of sick leave and has requested in writing that all future claims for sick leave be supported by a medical certificate; 
or 

(v) Where a co-worker is absent on sick leave for a prolonged period of time, IKEA may request the co-worker to 
provide further medical evidence to assist in the management of their absence or attend an examination by a 
qualified medical practitioner as nominated and paid for by IKEA. 

Carer's leave 

(k) Permanent co-workers are entitled to use any portion of an existing personal leave entitlement for the purposes of 
providing care and support to a member of the co-worker's immediate family, or a member of the co-worker's 
household, who requires care and support because of: 

(i) A personal illness or personal injury, affecting the member; or 

(ii) An unexpected emergency affecting the member. 

(I) Permanent co-workers are also entitled to up to 2 days unpaid carer's leave per occasion providing all paid leave 
entitlements have been used. 

(m) A co-worker may be required to provide to IKEA a certificate from a medical practitioner (dated at the time of the 
absence) certifying that the co-worker was required to support or care for a member of their immediate family, or a 
member of their household, or a statutory declaration setting out the reason for the need to take carer's leave. 
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6.2 Compassionate Leave 

(a) A permanent co-worker is entitled to 3 days of paid compassionate leave for each occasion when a member of the 
co-worker's Immediate family, or a member of the co-worker's household: 

(i) Contracts or develops a personal illness that poses a serious threat to his or her life; or 

(ii) Sustains a personal injury that poses a serious threat to his or her life; or 

(ill) Dies. 

(b) A permanent co-worker will be entitled to an additional 2 days of paid compassionate leave where: 

(i) The death is of a partner, child or parent; or 

(ii) For the purpose of attending the funeral of an immediate family member interstate or overseas. 

(c) Where a permanent co-worker is distressed upon the death of a friend or family member who is not an immediate 
family member or member of their household, the situation will be assessed on an individual basis by the unit's Human 
Resources Manager. 

(d) Proof of the compassionate leave entitlement must be supplied to I KEA management on request. 

(e) IKEA may consider extending the amount of compassionate leave in exceptional circumstances but only on a case
by-case basis. 

6.3 Annual Leave 

(a) A permanent co-worker will be entitled to 4 weeks annual leave paid at their ordinary hourly rate of pay per 
anniversary year accruing progressively on their ordinary hours of work. 

(b) An overnight co-worker will receive an additional week of annual leave. 

(c) Annual leave loading of 17.5% will be paid on any annual leave accrued after the commencement of this Enterprise 
Agreement. Annual leave loading will not be payable on annual leave accrued prior to the commencement of this 
Enterprise Agreement. 

(d) To enable rosters to be posted 4 weeks in advance, permanent co-workers must apply for Annual Leave at least 8 
weeks prior to the commencement of the leave. Leave is subject to approval by management upon consideration of 
IKEA's operational requirements although no requests for annual leave will be unreasonably refused (induding where 
less than 8 weeks notice has been provided). 

(e) Annual leave is to be taken within a period not exceeding 12 months from the date it accrues. IKEA will provide a 
minimum of 8 weeks notice if it is requesting a permanent co-worker to take annual leave where the co-worker has 
more than 4 weeks of annual leave accruals. 

(f) In cases of pressing and urgent circumstances, and at the complete discretion of IKEA, a permanent co-worker may 
request to have some of their annual leave cashed out on the following conditions: 

(i) Co-workers must retain a minimum annual leave balance of 4 weeks at the time any payment is made; 

(ii) Once a co-worker's annual leave is cashed out, that proportion of annual leave will not be available for use as 
annual leave; and 

(iii) This request is to be made in writing. 

(g) Permanent co-workers may apply to take a period of unpaid leave provided all outstanding annual leave and long 
service leave entitlements are taken prior to unpaid leave. Unpaid Leave will not break continuous employment. 
However, all entitlements to annual leave, personal leave and long service leave are frozen from the date of 
commencement of unpaid leave until the date of return from such leave. 
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6.4 Public Holidays 

(a) IKEA will recognise each public holiday gazetted to be applicable for that unit. 

(b) Where a co-worker works on a public holiday day that has not been gazetted as a public holiday, the public holiday 
penalty rates will apply. 

(c) Where a unit opens for trade on a public holiday, work for permanent co-workers is voluntary. If there are not enough 
volunteers, co-workers will be consulted to explore other rostering alternatives. 

(d) IKEA will not alter a co-worker's regular roster to avoid the payment of public holiday rates. 

(e) If a co-worker is rostered to work on a public holiday, and the co-worker does not work, the co-worker will be paid 
their ordinary hourly rate of pay for each hour they were rostered to work on the public holiday. These hours will 
count towards the co-worker's ordinary hours of work for the fortnightly cycle. 

(f) Days where IKEA is prohibited from trading, and the day has not been declared a public holiday, will be rostered as 
a non-working day and additional hours will be rostered on other days during the fortnightly cycle for all permanent 
co-workers. A co-worker who regularly works on a day IKEA is prohibited from trading may request to their direct 
manager to: 

(i) Take annual leave instead of having the day rostered as a non-working day; or 

(ii) Work additional hours rostered on other days during the fortnightly cycle. 

6.5 Long Service Leave 

(a) All co-workers covered by this Enterprise Agreement will be entitled to tong service leave on full pay, subject to and 
in accordance with the relevant State or Territory tong service leave legislation. 

(b) The relevant State or Territory long service leave legislation will be made accessible to co-workers upon request. 

6.6 Parental Leave 

(a) Co-workers, including eligible casual co-workers, are entitled to parental leave in this section in accordance with the 
National Employment Standards. 

(b) If a permanent co-worker has 12 months or more continuous employment as at the expected date of birth or upon 
adoption, and the co-worker has or will have responsibility for the care of the child, the co-worker will be entitled to 
access unpaid parental leave. Unpaid parental leave wilt be 12 months. A co-worker may request to extend their 
parental leave for a further period of up to 12 months. Requests to IKEA for extensions to parental leave must be in 
writing and be provided at least 4 weeks prior to the end of the first 12 month period of parental leave. IKEA wilt 
respond in writing to the request within 21 days of the request being made and will only refuse the request on 
reasonable business grounds. 

(c) A co-worker may take a period of unpaid parental leave concurrent with the primary caregiver (concurrent unpaid 
parental leave). 

(d) A casual co-worker will be entitled to parental leave provided: 

(i) They are employed on a regular and systematic basis for an ongoing period of employment with IKEA of at least 
12 months immediately preceding when the co-worker is to commence parental leave; and 

(ii) They have a reasonable expectation of ongoing employment on that basis. 

(e) Annual leave or long service leave accrued by a co-worker can be taken as part of the co-worker's approved parental 
leave. 
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(f) In order to take parental leave: 

(i) The co-worker must provide at least 10 weeks written notice of the proposed parental leave, unless it is not 
possible to do so, including the amount of leave sought. A medical certificate, or in the case of adoption 
confirmation from the appropriate government authority confirming the placement, evidencing the need for the 
parental leave must accompany this notice; 

(ii) At least 4 weeks prior to taking parental leave the co-worker needs to advise IKEA, in writing, of the date they 
will be commencing the parental leave; and 

(iii) The co-worker must advise IKEA whether their partner is also taking parental leave and related details (e.g. 
dates of the partner's intended leave). 

(g) The co-worker must give 4 weeks written notice of their intention to return to work f rom parental leave. On return to 
work the co-worker is entitled to the same position they held previously- if this position is no longer available the co
worker is entitled to any vacant similar position on similar pay. 

(h) Parental leave does not break a co-worker's continuous service but it does not count as service. 

(i) A co-worker may shorten their period of parental leave by mutual agreement and by giving not less than 4 weeks 
notice. 

U) A full time co-worker, who has been on parental leave as a primary caregiver, may request to return to work from 
the leave on a part time basis. IKEA will not unreasonably refuse such a request. 

(k) An additional period of up to 52 weeks unpaid parental leave may be requested on the basis that the eligible co
worker confirms the arrangements for this additional leave no later than 4 weeks before the commencement of the 
additional leave. IKEA will respond in writing to the request within 21 days of the request being made and will only 
refuse the request on reasonable business grounds. 

6.7 Paid Parental Leave 

(a) Permanent co-workers with 2 years or more continuous employment, as at expected date of birth or upon adoption, 
will be entitled to payment (including superannuation) as part of their parental leave entitlement on the following 
basis: 

(i) If the co-worker is a primary caregiver, the co-worker will be entitled to their ordinary hourly rate of pay at their 
contracted hours for 26 weeks of the parental leave; 

(ii) In the alternative, the co-worker may request that 26 weeks paid parental leave be paid at 52 weeks on half 
pay; 

(iii) If the co-worker is not a primary caregiver, the co-worker will be entitled to their ordinary hourly rate of pay at 
their contracted hours for 4 weeks of the parental leave; 

(iv) In both circumstances, this leave must be commenced within 4 weeks of the birth or adoption of the child; 

(v) A co-worker who is a primary caregiver will provide IKEA with a Statutory Declaration declaring that they are the 
primary caregiver prior to the commencement of paid parental leave; and 

(vi) A co-worker currently on parental leave has returned to work for a minimum period of 6 months prior to 
commencement of their next period of paid parental leave. 

(b) IKEA may at its discretion pay eligible co-workers the difference between the IKEA paid parental leave amount (clause 
6.7(a)) and any Government contribution for the periods provided for in the IKEA paid parental leave clause 6.7(a), 
in accordance with the applicable legislation. 

6.8 Jury Service 

(a) A permanent co-worker will notify IKEA as soon as possible of the date/s upon which they are required to attend for 
jury service and will be allowed such leave. 

(b) A permanent co-worker will not suffer any loss of income in respect of the ordinary time they would have worked had 
they not been on jury service. 

(c) During this period of jury service, the permanent co-worker will be paid as normal and pay to IKEA the jury service 
fees paid by the Government. 
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(d) A permanent co-worker required to attend for jury service during a period of annual leave will, on producing 
satisfactory evidence of attendance, be credited with annual leave for the period for which jury service was attended. 

(e) To receive payment of wages for this period of absence on jury service, the permanent co-worker will provide to 
IKEA: 

(i) Proof of their requirement to attend; 

(ii) Proof of actual attendance; and 

(iii) Monies received for jury service by the Government, made payable to IKEA. 

6.9 Volunteer Emergency Services Leave 

(a) In line with IKEA's business values of supporting its local community, this provision is to allow co-workers access to 
paid leave for volunteer service work in times of emergency, crisis or disaster in the local community. 

(b) Only recognised volunteer emergency services are to apply under this clause. 

(c) Co-workers who are required to attend to such emergency, crisis or disaster are entitled to 2 days paid leave per 
occasion, based on their ordinary hourly rate of pay (plus any penalties that apply), up to a maximum of 6 days per 
anniversary year. 

(d) If a permanent co-worker is required to access paid voluntary emergency services leave, all reasonable efforts must 
be made by the co-worker to personally contact their immediate manager or the person in charge of the unit at the 
time, at least 2 hours prior to their rostered commencement time. At this point of contact, the co-worker will also be 
required to advise management of the nature of the voluntary service event and the estimated duration of the 
absence. 

(e) IKEA may consider extending the amount of paid volunteer emergency services leave in exceptional circumstances 
but only on a case-by-case basis. 

(f) To access paid leave, a co-worker will be required to make available written proof of their involvement. 

(g) Volunteer emergency services leave is not cumulative from year to year. 

(h) Additionally, co-workers will be entitled to unpaid emergency services leave in accordance with the National 
Employment Standards. 

6.10 Family and Community Leave 

(a) Family and community leave is one paid day off per annum for a co-worker to perform voluntary work or use for 
family, religious, personal or cultural reasons. 

(b) Family and community leave will: 

(i) Be available to each permanent co-worker with more than one year's continuous service; 

(ii) Be available for one day in each year of this Enterprise Agreement; 

(iii) Be on a day the co-worker would regularly be rostered to work; 

(iv) Be paid at the co-worker's normally rostered hours for the day; 

(v) Be paid at the co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay (not including penalty rates); 

(vi) Be provided at between a minimum of 4 hours and up to a maximum of 8 hours per occasion; 

(vii) Not accumulate from year to year; 

(viii) Is subject to approval and needs to be applied for 8 weeks in advance although no requests will be unreasonably 
refused. 
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6.11 Domestic Violence Leave 

(a) IKEA recognises that co-workers sometimes face situations of domestic violence or abuse in their personal life 
perpetrated by a family member either during a relationship or after separation. 

(b) IKEA is committed to providing support to co-workers that experience domestic violence and will treat all such matters 
with confidentiality. 

(c) A permanent co-worker experiencing domestic violence will be provided up to 2 days paid leave per calendar year 
(including any penalties that apply) to attend court, medical appointments and other activities related to domestic 
violence. Personal leave may then be used by a co-worker experiencing domestic violence to attend to these activities. 

(d) A permanent co-worker who supports a person experiencing domestic violence may take carer's leave to accompany 
them to court, to hospital, or to mind children. 

(e) A co-worker may be required to produce suitable evidence that domestic violence has occurred such as a document 
issued by the police service, a court, a doctor, a district nurse, a lawyer or in a statutory declaration. 

Part 7 Employment Conditions 

7. 1 Termination of Employment 

(a) Should IKEA wish to terminate the employment of a permanent co-worker, the following period of notice, or payment 
in lieu, at the co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay (plus any penalties that would have applied) will apply in 
accordance with the following termination pay table: 

Period of Continuous Employment 

Less than 6 months 

6 months but less than 3 years 

3 years but less than 5 years 

5 years and over 

1 week 

2 weeks 

3weeks 

4 weeks 

(b) A permanent co-worker 45 years of age and over is entitled to one week's extra notice, providing the co-worker has 
completed at least 2 years of continuous employment 

(c) Where a permanent co-worker wishes to terminate their employment with IKEA, the period of notice outlined in the 
termination pay table applies (regardless of age). A co-worker must advise IKEA of their resignation in writing. 
However, a failure on the part of a co-worker to resign in writing will not affect the validity of the resignation. 

(d) If a permanent co-worker fails to give appropriate notice to IKEA, IKEA will have the right to withhold monies due to 
the co-worker. The maximum amount to be withheld is the co-worker's ordinary hourly rate of pay for the period of 
notice. 

(e) Any co-worker who is guilty of serious misconduct may be instantly dismissed and will only be paid up to the time of 
dismissal. 

(f) Upon request from a terminating co-worker, IKEA will provide a Certificate of Service. 
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7.2 Payment of Wages 

(a) Wages will be paid fortnightly by way of electronic funds transfer. 

(b) For the purposes of the payment of wages, only hours rostered, worked and authorised by IKEA will be paid. No 
unauthorised roster changes or unapproved additional hours worked will be paid. 

(c) The transfer of funds will be made within 4 days of the end of the pay period. 

(d) Termination payments will be made by way of electronic funds transfer within 4 days of the end of the termination 
pay period providing all IKEA uniforms and property has been retumed. 

(e) Payment of wages during periods of annual leave will be made as part of the normal fortnightly cyde payment and 
not in advance. 

(f) In the case of overpayment of wages to a co-worker, IKEA will notify the co-worker in writing of the overpayment 
and how it is made up. IKEA will endeavour to reach an agreement with the co-worker as to the method of recovery 
of the overpayment. A co-worker may use the Issues Resolution Procedure if they do not agree with how IKEA 
propose to recoup the overpayment. If a co-worker unreasonably withholds agreement, IKEA may recover the amount 
of the overpayment through deductions from the co-worker's wage in any future pay period or periods, after 
notification to the co-worker in writing. Any monies owed to IKEA at time of termination will be deducted from any 
monies owed to the co-worker. This indudes annual leave, long service leave or wages owed. 

7.3 Temporary Employment Contract 

(a) Where operational demands require extra co-workers for a limited period of time, IKEA may employ permanent co
workers on a temporary contract. 

(b) IKEA may also employ existing casual co-workers under a temporary contract either on a full time or part time basis, 
providing there is mutual agreement for these arrangements to occur. 

(c) Prior to the commencement of employment on a temporary employment contract, the co-worker will be provided a 
contract of employment (as per clause 3.1) and be advised in writing of the exact date of commencement and 
completion of the temporary contract. 

(d) It is important for all parties to be aware that a temporary contract must not run beyond its completion date. If this 
seems a possibility a further temporary contract needs to be agreed in writing and countersigned by the co-worker 
concerned, prior to the completion of the temporary contract in operation. 

7.4 Suspension of Employment 

(a) If on reasonable grounds, IKEA suspects a co-worker has been involved in serious misconduct IKEA may, if an 
investigation is required, suspend the co-worker on full pay in order that IKEA can properly investigate the alleged 
serious misconduct. 

(b) No suspension will take place without the approval of the unit Human Resources Manager. 

(c) To preserve the confidential process and to ensure that the parties' rights are protected, if the co-worker is suspended 
the co-worker will not attend any IKEA workplace or attempt contact with any co-worker or IKEA co-worker during 
the investigation without the authorisation of the unit Human Resources Manager . 

(d) This authorisation will not be unreasonably withheld in instances where the co-worker requires contact with other co
workers in the preparation of their response to the allegations. 

(e) Whilst on suspension the co-worker must remain contactable and attend meetings as scheduled by IKEA. If the co
worker cannot be contacted by IKEA whilst on suspension, or fails to attend scheduled meetings, the co-worker will 
not be paid for the period they remain uncontactable or unavailable to attend a meeting. 

(f) A co-worker may be accompanied by the SDA or other representative at any stage of the investigation. 
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7.5 Termination, Change and Redundancy 

In addition to the period of notice prescribed in the termination pay table, where IKEA determines a position to be 
redundant, the affected permanent co-worker will be entitled to the following amount of severance pay in respect of 
continuous employment: 

Period of Continuous Em12lo~ment Under 45 ~ears of age 45 ~ears of age & over 

Less than 1 year Oweeks Oweeks 

1 year but less than 2 years 4 weeks 5 weeks 

2 years but less than 3 years 7 weeks 8.75 weeks 

3 years but less than 4 years 10 weeks 12.5 weeks 

4 years but less than 5 years 12 weeks 15 weeks 

5 years but less than 6 years 14 weeks 17.5 weeks 

More than 6 years 16 weeks 20 weeks 

7.6 Individual Flexibility Arrangement 

(a) IKEA and a co-worker may agree on an individual flexibility arrangement (IFA). 

(b) IKEA and a co-worker may agree to make an IFA to vary the effect of terms of this Enterprise Agreement if the IFA 
deals with 1 or more of the following matters: 

(i) Arrangements about when work is performed; and 

(ii) Overtime rates. 

(c) An IFA will not include unlawful terms. The co-worker must genuinely wish to enter the IFA and the co-worker must 
be better off overall as a result of entering the IFA. 

(d) Any IFA must be in writing and include: 

(i) An explanation of each term of the Enterprise Agreement that is to be varied; 

(ii) The ability for either IKEA or the co-worker to provide 4 weeks' notice of withdrawal from the IFA; 

(iii) Detail on how the application of each term has been varied by agreement between IKEA and the co-worker; 

(iv) Detail on how the IFA will mean the co-worker is better off overall in relation to the individual co-worker's terms 
and conditions of employment; 

(v) The date the IFA commences to operate; and 

(vi) Signatures from IKEA and the co-worker (if the co-worker is under 18 the IFA will also be signed by 
parent/guardian). 

(e) A copy of the IFA will be provided to the co-worker by IKEA within 14 days of the IFA having been signed. 
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7. 7 Workplace Consultation 

(a) IKEA will consult with a co-worker about any major workplace changes that is likely to have a significant effect on the 
co-worker. 

(b) Significant effect includes: 

(i) The termination of the employment of co-workers; 

(ii) Major change to the composition, operation or size of the IKEA's workforce or to the skills required of co-workers; 

(iii) The elimination or reduction of job opportunities (including opportunities for promotion or tenure); 

(iv) The alteration of hours of work; 

(v) The need to retrain co-workers; 

(vi) The need to relocate co-workers to another workplace; or 

(vii) The restructuring of jobs. 

(c) A co-worker will be entitled to have representation for the purposes of consultation regarding the major workplace 
change. 

(d) IKEA will discuss with the co-workers affected and their representatives, if any, the introduction of the major changes, 
the effects the changes are likely to have on co-workers and measures to avert or mitigate the adverse effects of 
such changes on co-worker. IKEA will give prompt consideration to matters raised by co-workers and/or their 
representatives in relation to the changes. 

(e) IKEA will commence discussions as early as practicable after a definite decision has been to make the major changes. 

Consultation on Change to a Regular Roster or Normal Working Hours 

(f) Where a co-worker has a regular roster or normal working hours, which IKEA seeks to change, I KEA will consult with 
the co-worker about the change, as soon as practicable after proposing to introduce the change. This consultation 
will include providing the co-worker: 

(i) Information about the change; 

(ii) Information about what I KEA reasonably believes will be the effects of the change on the co-worker; 

(iii) Information about any other matters IKEA reasonably believes are likely to affect the co-worker; and 

(iv) Inviting the co-worker to comment on the impact of the change (including any impact in relation to their 
family or caring responsibilities). 

(g) IKEA will genuinely consider and respond in writing to the co-worker's comments on the impact of the change. 

(h) A co-worker may request that a person attend and represent them during consultation on change to a regular roster 
or normal working hours. 

7.8 Abandonment of Employment 

(a) If a co-worker does not report to work for 3 consecutive shifts, excluding approved leave absences, IKEA will be 
entitled to assume the co-worker has abandoned their employment. As a result, the co-worker will be deemed to 
have resigned their employment without notice effective from their last shift or their last authorised shift of absence. 

(b) A co-worker terminated due to abandonment of employment will be re-employed if they have a genuine reason for 
not being able to contact IKEA to inform of their inability to attend work. 
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7.9 Savings Provision 

(a) Permanent co-workers employed prior to the commencement of the 2013 Enterprise Agreement will continue to be 
rostered their contracted days and times of work, unless otherwise agreed in writing with IKEA. 

(b) Part time co-workers employed prior to the commencement of the 2013 Enterprise Agreement with contract hours 
between 12 hours and fewer than 20 hours, or prior to commencement of the 2017 Enterprise Agreement with 
contract hours fewer than 24 hours, will remain on their current contract hours, unless otherwise agreed in writing 
with IKEA. 

Part 8 Agreement Acceptance 

Signed for and on behalf of lKEA: 

v :!f.r :: l t'i tf'i:r;=;:::;::.· (·s, t ) ..................... y..~ .. ~·.-:-: ........ gna ure 

'-1/ 'l l; I --;.. ........ , .... .J.~ .. ~6ate) 
Anna Gustafsson 

Business Navigation, Operations & Finance Manager 

Address: 630 Princes Highway, Tempe, NSW 

Who fs duly authorised to sign this enterprise agreement 
on behalf of the company 
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Signed for and on behalf of the SDA: 

~~ 
6./t-/tl. (Date) 

(Signature) 

Gerard Dwyer 

National Secretary 

Address: Level 6, 53 Queen Street, Melbourne, Vic, 3000 

Who Is duly authorised to sign this enterprise agreement 
pursuant to the rules of the SDA 
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 Fair Work Regulations 2009 113 

 

Schedule 2.2—Model flexibility term 
(regulation 2.08) 
   

Model flexibility term 

 (1) An employer and employee covered by this enterprise agreement 

may agree to make an individual flexibility arrangement to vary the 

effect of terms of the agreement if: 

 (a) the agreement deals with 1 or more of the following matters: 

 (i) arrangements about when work is performed;  

 (ii) overtime rates; 

 (iii) penalty rates; 

 (iv) allowances;  

 (v) leave loading; and 

 (b) the arrangement meets the genuine needs of the employer and 

employee in relation to 1 or more of the matters mentioned in 

paragraph (a); and 

 (c) the arrangement is genuinely agreed to by the employer and 

employee. 

 (2) The employer must ensure that the terms of the individual 

flexibility arrangement: 

 (a) are about permitted matters under section 172 of the Fair 

Work Act 2009; and 

 (b) are not unlawful terms under section 194 of the Fair Work 

Act 2009; and 

 (c) result in the employee being better off overall than the 

employee would be if no arrangement was made. 

 (3) The employer must ensure that the individual flexibility 

arrangement: 

 (a) is in writing; and 

 (b) includes the name of the employer and employee; and 

 (c) is signed by the employer and employee and if the employee 

is under 18 years of age, signed by a parent or guardian of  

the employee; and 

 (d) includes details of:  
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 (i) the terms of the enterprise agreement that will be varied 

by the arrangement; and 

 (ii) how the arrangement will vary the effect of the terms; 

and 

 (iii) how the employee will be better off overall in relation to 

the terms and conditions of his or her employment as a 

result of the arrangement; and  

 (e) states the day on which the arrangement commences. 

 (4) The employer must give the employee a copy of the individual 

flexibility arrangement within 14 days after it is agreed to. 

 (5) The employer or employee may terminate the individual flexibility 

arrangement: 

 (a) by giving no more than 28 days written notice to the other 

party to the arrangement; or 

 (b) if the employer and employee agree in writing—at any time. 

Federal Register of Legislative Instruments F2014C00008
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